
90%

Charge the same, but build in a
fraction of the time. 

Eliminate manual work, and
reduce human error.

Create more profitable, efficient,
and consistent builds.

Step 1:
Create a Configuration Profile that
contains your desired Software and
Settings. 

Step 2:
Select your deployment method and
create a OneTouch Deployment for new
equipment or WebStart Deployment for
existing machines, BYOD scenarios or
new client onboarding. 

80%

Deployment options to cover
all scenarios.

Helps MSPs manage and automate
deployments of 100's of software
configurations.

Easy to adopt and flexible enough to
cover your custom scenarios.

Frequent enhancements and top
tier support from our US based
Development and Support teams. 

Designed by experts that spent years
manually doing machine deployments.

Flexible Deployment Options

Step 3:
Have the technician or end user start
the deployment in just a few seconds
and sit back and relax. 

Step 4:
When you receive the notification in MS
Teams or the build notification clears,
send the Deployment Status to your
PSA and hand the computer over. 

Custom Installers Nested Profiles

Chassis Filter

Advanced Naming Rules

Join Active Directory

Make Your Machine Setups 
More Profitable 

MSP Toolshed

Don't change the way you bill. 
Change the way you build.

MSP Toolshed Features

How One Touch Deploy Works:

Only MSP Toolshed

MSP Toolshed is brought to you by Stack Advisors 
The MSP Automation Experts

Register  For  A Live,  Interact ive Demo.

Go to msptoolshed.com and click on "Live Demo"

That's It!

Over

35,000
successful desktop deployments to date

BOOST YOUR PROFITABILITY RATIO BY UP TO

Based on a $250 setup fee.

Make deployments more efficient than ever with powerful
automation tools and exclusive technology.

MSP Toolshed automates your machine setups by
using pre-configured task sequences (We call them
Configuration Profiles). Create as many profiles as
you like using our extensive content library or by
supplying your own installs and scripts that MSP
Toolshed will deliver for you. Then reuse your
profiles for fast, consistent, high-efficiency builds
every time. 

"Automation reduces the chances for human error, helping ensure
consistency, adherences to processes, compliance and increased

security by eliminating mistakes that lead to misconfigured systems" 
- Forbes

YOUR FELLOW MSPS ARE PROFITING
MSP Toolshed customer report an

reduction in manual work

Customer Satisfaction Rating

98.5%


